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Abstract— A constructive approach to new music and information technologies carries the possibilities of professional education and today it is an integral part of the creative work of each blind musician who looks to the future and lays the foundation for the next generations of his/her successors. Certain steps have already been taken in this direction. However, there are a number of issues of hardware and software and methodological direction that need to be addressed in the near future. The article deals with the peculiarities of the use of music computer technologies as a means of teaching people with disabilities in the field of musical art. The music computer technologies (MCT) is now an indispensable learning tool for different social groups in the introduction of highly artistic musical culture, as well as a unique technology for the implementation of an inclusive pedagogical process in the classroom with people with limited opportunities of health. The use of MCT in the field of inclusive education opens up broad prospects for both people with limited health opportunities and teachers working in this area.

Analysis of the peculiarities of the use of MCT by people with visual impairments shows that currently blind musicians have the opportunity to master a number of MCT programs (sequencers, audio editors, etc.), which contributes to the most profound disclosure of their creative potential.

One of the key tasks of modern inclusive music education is to solve the problem of blind musicians with the musical text. In this direction, there are two main ways: adaptation of existing music editors or the creation of fundamentally new ones, which, judging from existing experience, seems to be more promising.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The XXI century is associated with the active development of computer technology that allows to significantly expand the ways of obtaining and processing information. High-tech information educational environment requires the search for new approaches and fundamentally new systems of education in the school of the digital age [1], [2]. Innovative music pedagogy at the present stage is associated with the use of music computer technologies (MCT) - an effective innovative means of improving the quality of teaching the art of music at all levels of the educational process [3], [4]. Currently, the MCT is an indispensable learning tool for various social groups in the introduction to the highly artistic musical culture, as well as a unique technology for the implementation of an inclusive pedagogical process in the classroom with people with limited health opportunities (LHO) [5]. The use of the information technology in inclusive education opens up broad prospects for both people with disabilities and teachers working in this field.

Of particular importance is the use of a musical computer (MC) [6]–[8] by musicians with vision impairments, for whom it is not only a means of contact with the "outside world", but also it helps in the realization of their creative potential and adaptation in the modern social environment. The use of computers in the educational process opens up wide opportunities for blind and visually impaired people to more effectively master a variety of content and methods of presentation of educational material, at the same time, contributing to the achievement of positive learning outcomes in a shorter period. However, the development of MCT by musicians with profound visual impairments has a number of characteristic features that are most clearly manifested in the initial period of training.

II. PSYCHOLOGICAL AND PEDAGOGICAL FEATURES OF TEACHING MCT FOR VISUALLY-IMPAIRED PEOPLE

The process of teaching the MCT to people with profound visual impairments is related to the following main points. First of all, the computer facilitates a blind person’s access to information of all kinds, but at the same time people with LHO on vision have a complex set of mental reactions that the teacher needs to keep in mind when giving classes.

The specificity of the training of blind MCT is also in the fact that this contingent of students is heterogeneous in the type of visual pathologies available, in the form of visual impairments, etc. at the same time, each group of people with LHO in vision, combined on the basis of the severity of visual pathology, is characterized by the presence of certain mental features that must be taken into account in the organization of the educational process. A significant role in the development of the blind basic computer skills play their visualization. A comprehensive study of this problem is being carried out by Y. Krivodonova and A. Voronov. According to modern scientists, vision provides a person with about 90 % of information. The image analysis allows us to study the spatial structures of the object, and the
distribution of optical densities and colors reflects the most important information about the properties of both real and virtual objects of the world. Thus, we can say that visualization is of great importance in the process of development of the blind person, because it is thanks to the ability of a person to create a certain imaginary picture in the study of a computer program he has an adequate idea of their own actions; this "forms <...> the image of themselves as a figure, able to understand certain things, in certain computer programs" [9, p. 255].

Visualization plays a particularly important role in the development of the blind; it is objectively more difficult to study the basic, MCT-programs. It should be noted that each person who has an LHO on vision, regardless of the time of the onset of damage to the visual analyzer and the degree of its severity, the visualization is purely individual. This phenomenon is caused by a complex of various factors and largely depends on the strategy of family education, on the method of formation of a blind child or an adult who has lost his sight, "the ability to dream – visualize, to attract the desired images of certain objects to his/her imagination" [9, p.256]. It should be emphasized that the development of MCT people with LHO on vision ability of a particular person to visualize often becomes a powerful mechanism that allows him/her to master a particular music program.

Thus, to achieve the best results in teaching people with LHO on vision, the teacher of the MCT should take into account the above features. The teacher, first of all, should form the ability of blind students to correlate the real image that appears in the process of mastering certain knowledge with the imaginary one. In this case, close attention should be paid to the individual characteristics of each individual student. For example, it should be borne in mind that the visualization of people with congenital blindness has an important distinctive feature: the image that arises from them in the study of a particular material is initially created on the basis of tactile sensation, and then can be endowed with visual elements. The teacher should be given material based on the method of visualization of a particular student. In particular, if a person with born blindness is given material based only on visual information, he/she will not be able to understand a lot, and if the same information is given out taking into account the peculiarities of his/her perception, the result will be noticeable immediately.

In addition, it is necessary to pay attention to the fact that in recent years, people with visual impairments are increasingly found in so-called "comorbidities", that is, along with deep visual impairment, there are concomitant diseases, often associated with the defeat of the central nervous system. These diseases are mainly responsible for difficulties in assimilating the information offered, which greatly complicates the successful implementation of the learning process. In this regard, the same information should be presented by the MCT teacher in different ways, taking into account the whole complex of psychophysical characteristics of a particular person. At the same time, for people with concomitant diseases, the work should be dosed, so as not to harm their health. It is noted that such people are not recommended to work permanently in the headphones, listening to the voice synthesizer programs "Jaws" or "NVDA", because sounding headphones and voice synthesizer cause the rehabilitant increased feelings of fatigue.

We note that all the above psychological and pedagogical features of teaching the MCT to people with LHO on sight, equally apply to work with adults and to classes with children studying in specialized music schools and music classes for children with profound visual impairments. Individual approach taking into account the state of health and psychological characteristics of a particular person is the basic principle of working with blind people of any age.

III. SPECIFIC APPLICATION OF MCT AT DIFFERENT STAGES OF TRAINING THE VISUALLY-IMPAIRED PEOPLE

Analysis of the features of the use of MCT by people with profound visual impairment showed that at present, when teaching blind musicians, MCT is used mainly in the field of secondary and higher professional education. On the one hand, this is due to the psychological characteristics of the development of MKT programs by musicians with LHO in vision, and on the other-with the system of music education in general. For example, in most colleges and universities, along with traditional disciplines, there are special subjects in which students master the MCT in their various manifestations. Blind students of secondary and higher educational institutions are mainly engaged in computer musical creativity (creation of arrangements, instrumentations, own musical compositions), preparation of digital phonograms, restoration of old records and sound engineering [10], [11]. These items do not exist in specialized music schools and music classes for children with profound visual impairment at the moment. This is due to a set of reasons: low level of knowledge of blind students’ basic skills of the PC user; lack of material and technical conditions; lack of qualified specialists in this field, etc.

The identification of the possibilities of using the MCT and the creation of specialized methods for teaching music to children with profound visual impairment is one of the most urgent tasks of modern inclusive education. This issue is devoted to the speech of both scientists and teachers-practitioners-participants of the All-Russian and International scientific conferences, the most important of which is "Contemporary Musical Education", conducted jointly with the Herzen State Pedagogical University of Russia (St. Petersburg) and the St. Petersburg State Conservatory named after N.A. Rimsky-Korsakov since 2002 (see, e.g., [12], [13]).

The use of MCT in the training of blind children should be dosed, timely and proportional to the capabilities of each student, since only an individual approach, taking into account the health and psychological characteristics of a particular child, can be the basis for classes with children with LHO on vision.

During the lessons with blind students, educational, creative and communicative opportunities of the MCT are realized. An important role in the education of children with LHO on vision
is the use of MCT to create Braille adapted music collections and teaching AIDS in theoretical subjects, which contributes to a significant expansion of the playing repertoire of beginning blind musicians, as well as the generalization and systematization of their theoretical knowledge [14]. The use of communication capabilities of the MC, in turn, contributes to the efficiency of the educational process, while significantly expanding the musical horizons of blind students, forming and strengthening their creative contacts.

However, for the introduction of the curriculum of special disciplines aimed at a comprehensive study of the MTC, significant changes in the system of primary music education of children with profound visual impairment are necessary. In our opinion, it is most appropriate to start the implementation of such projects with pre-professional training programs (see, e.g., [14]) aimed at the admission of blind students to music colleges and higher education institutions. Within such programs it would be logical to engage in practical development of the potential of musical-computer creativity, to study music editors, etc. Mastering this direction of the MCT is possible under the following conditions: the presence of a computer class equipped with specialized equipment designed for practical use by children with LHO on vision; the introduction of special disciplines focused on the detailed development of a variety of opportunities of the MCT-programs; the development and testing of training programs on these subjects, adapted to the perception of blind children. Only in this case, it is possible to gradually introduce the MCT into the process of teaching children with profound visual impairment at the initial stage of musical education, which is able to raise the possibilities of teaching music to a new level and provide the necessary information and communication level of adaptation of blind people in the contemporary social environment and become an instrument for the realization of their creative potential [16], [17].

IV. CONCLUSION

Thus, the analysis of the features of the use of MCT by people with LHO on vision shows that currently blind musicians have the opportunity to master a number of MCT programs (sequencers, audio editors, etc.), which contributes to the most profound disclosure of their creative potential. A constructive approach to new music and information technologies carries the possibilities of professional education and today is an integral part of the creativity of every blind musician, looking to the future and laying the foundation for the next generations of their successors. Certain steps have already been taken in this direction. However, there are a number of hardware-software and methodological issues that need to be addressed in the near future.

One of the key tasks of modern inclusive music education is to solve the problem of blind musicians’ work with musical text. In this area there are 2 main methods: adaptation of the existing music editors or the creation of new ones, which, based on experience, are more promising.

Thus, it can be argued that the MCT is currently an indispensable tool for training various social groups in the introduction to the highly artistic musical culture, as well as a unique technology for the implementation of an inclusive pedagogical process in the classroom with people with LHO. The use of the MCT in inclusive education opens up broad prospects for both people with disabilities and teachers working in this field.
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